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Abstract

In university programming classes often hundreds of students participatehaving to solve
each hundreds of programming assignments a situation which puts instructorsto the diffi-
cult task of validating hundreds of programming assignments. We present aframework that
can help instructors and students in organization and validation of programcode. Our “Sys-
tem for Automated Assistance in Correction of Programming Exercises“ (short: SAC) is a
web-platform for test-driven development and automated validation. The web-platform is
based on Java Server Pages technology with tomcat as servlet container, and allows teachers
to specify and define program exercises and students to upload their solutions. Students can
get immediate feedback on the validity of their code and both instructors and students can
see statistics about each programming assignment. We explain our platform and propose
how the automatic validation can be extended.
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1 Computer aided assessment for programming courses

In programming courses students should learn to solve problems producing appro-
priate, compilable, working, and efficient program code. Assessment in program-
ming classes must conform to these objectives testing the students’ ability to create
programs. Typically students receive a number of problems as take–home assign-
ments or in–class activity (charrette) during a course demanding the students to
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develop skills in abstraction, generating of sub–problems, finding solutions, imple-
mentation, and evaluation and testing. In performance-based assessment, programs
are tested in several ways: i) do they do work at all? (execution), ii) do they work
given a set of inputs (verification) iii) given a set of inputsdo they output the ex-
pected results? (validation).(1)

McCracken et al. identified deficiencies in programming skills of first year com-
puter science students. Student performance was incommensurate with instructor
expectations. Additionally students failed to recognize the main source of their dif-
ficulties and tended to attribute their failure to factors other than themselves. Our
experience as teachers of first year courses at the University of Barcelona confirms
this finding.

McCracken et al. imply that students should receive accuratefeedback that helps
them become aware of their own limitations and difficulties. This stance is sup-
ported by students. In class surveys conducted by the department of Applied Math-
ematics and Calculus (MAIA) many of programming students noted the impor-
tance of programming exercises for the learning process, some suggesting it would
be useful to have more immediate feedback. McCracken et al. further conclude
that it was unfortunately rather students’ abstract knowledge than their program-
ming skills that allowed them pass programming classes. They conjecture that
performance–based assessment is often compromised on for simpler testing of con-
ceptual knowledge. According to Ala-Mutka (2), at universities, computer assis-
tance for programming classes – if existent – seems to be chiefly limited to submis-
sion management or objective–based assessment (such as multiple choice knowl-
edge tests).

Manually validating student source code proves to be quite burdensome on teach-
ing assistants and may result in untimely reporting of feedback. Students complain
of inconsistencies and subjectivity. From these insufficiencies we can directly draw
out requirements for a system that is currently in test phaseat the University of
Barcelona. The System for Automatic Assistance of Code Validation (SAC) auto-
matically executes and validates student source code and promptly reports results
back to students and professors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents related work on
platforms for the automatic assessment of student source code, then in section 3,
we will give an overview of the SAC platform and its components, briefly states
issues of implementation, we mention extensions by way of plugins as means for
evaluation of source code with the objective of performance–based assessment in
mind . Section 4 lines out conclusions and future work.
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2 Related work

While there is a long history in our field of automated source code validation sys-
tems at various institutions, there is relatively little sharing of tools or techniques
among universities. A number of significant obstacles existto using tools at other
institutions, including the following:

• Inconsistent scoring or feedback approaches.
• Focus on architectural modularity and flexibility.
• Different programming languages used by students.

Most assessment tools for programming assignments that we found follow the three
steps of analytic testing, execution, verification, and validation. The most basic of
validation techniques is text–based comparison (e. g. using the unixdiff utility or
matching regular expressions).

Some assignment validation tools are CourseMarker (3), BOSS (4), DOMjudge (5).
CourseMarker and BOSS are very extensive programs, which havegrown beyond
submission platform and validation, do however require thedownload and instal-
lation of software on the client side. DOMjudge has been usedin programming
contests. All of these rely on open source.

Web-CAT proposed by Edwards and Pugh (6), is a web applicationwith a plugin
architectures that provide a variety of services for students. It is typically used on
assessing the student’s performance at testing his or her own code, and on gener-
ating concrete, directed feedback to help the student learnand improve its testing
codes. On basic programming courses, software testing knowledge are not required.

Our proposal, named SAC, is inspired from Web-CAT as a web-based environment
for submission programs to a set of a unit tests. These unit tests are defined by
teachers and they validate the student submissions.

We concentrated with SAC on the core–functionalities, and emphasized open ac-
cess and modularity. As for open access, first, students and instructors should be
able to access respective resources, and second, the sourcecode should be open
and amenable. As for modularity, external programs should be easily plugged in.
We will now describe the SAC platform.

3 System for Automated Assistance in Correction or Programming Exercises
(SAC)

The System for the Automated Assistance in Correction of Programming Exercises
(short “SAC“) is a web-based environment for submission of unit tests and unit
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Fig. 1. SAC’s workbench for computer aided performance–based semiautomatic analytic
assessment

cases and for remote validation of programs. Our objective was to facilitate the
correction of student exercises in university level programming classes, where often
hundreds of students have to write hundreds of small programs each.

We separated submission platform and validation stages, sourcing out the compila-
tion and testing stages to simple shell scripts, therefore extensions and adaption to
different programming languages (other than Java) should be very easy. The sys-
tem is very lightweight, the only requirements being Apachetomcat, the compiler
of the programming language used in assignments, and very few more.

The platform has been translated into three languages (English, Spanish, and Cata-
lan)2 and tested with different browsers (Internet Explorer, Opera, Mozilla Fire-
fox) under GNU/Linux and Microsoft Windows. Implementation is based on Java
Server Pages (JSP (8), JDK v. 1.5) with Apache Tomcat 5.5(9) as servlet con-
tainer. PostgreSQL (v. 8.1) serves as database backend. Pages are protected based
on JDBC Security Realm (version 3) authentification, with separate roles as pro-
fessor and student.

SAC is a web-based software tool for electronic submission of source code and
validation of code and could replace the slow and inflexible bottom-neck of tradi-
tional assignment correction providing semiautomatic andanalytic means of first–
pass correction (cf. fig. 1) and facilitating instructor–student feedback. Using SAC,
assignments and student solutions can be uploaded in HTML forms. Upon sub-
mission of student solutions, these are registered with time stamp and validation
statistics are immediately delivered back to students allowing them to get a better
understanding of the correctness of their work. Instructors can access performance
statistics of individual students and entire classes, theycan download solutions, and
see them through for plagiarism check and fine-grading by eye-inspection. By these
means, SAC reduces the overall workload of instructors, especially the necessary
organizational effort.

SAC can help students and instructors. Students have directfeedback whether their
solutions to programming exercises was correct and where they failed, which can
help them in the development of their code. They see output ofthe Java compiler

2 Using the ResourceBundle Class (7)
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Fig. 2. Professor Status Screen in Firefox

and of the execution of their test. They also have statisticsavailable including cur-
rently for each student and assignments correctness in all test runs, percentage of
correct tests on the best submission, number of submissions, and ratio of correct
tests over the total number of tests in all submissions.

As for teaching staff, this information is available for the whole group of students.
Instructors can export this information as comma separatedvalues (10) in order to
compute different statistics using spreadsheet applications such as Microsoft Excel,
OpenOfficėorg Calc, or gnumeric (cf. fig. 2).

Students see for each of these assignments an id of the exercise, the number of
submissions the student has already made to an assignment, the mean number of
submissions within the group, the result string and percentage of correct tests of the
best submission, the percentage of correct tests over all submissions to an assign-
ment, and the date of the last submission. They also can find summary information.
Students are prevented from late submissions and the numberof submissions to an
exercise can be restricted (cf. fig. 3).

On submission of an exercise, SAC will save the files to an archive, compile it with
the test cases, and execute the test in a unixchroot sandbox for validation. Results
are immediately displayed.

In our approach of automatic validation, minimum requirements would be that the
code compiles and executes without failures for the whole set of allowed inputs.
JUnit test cases should be designed with rubrics in mind, so standardized testing
and relatively direct inference of grades is possible. Correctness of outputs on given
inputs is a major requirement. An important and readily available point is the execu-
tion time, which can be limited or – alternatively – could be factored in as efficiency
measure. The JUnit framework allows testing of individual functions, so different
implementations of I/O access should not distort these measurements.

JUnit is a framework for validating individual units of source code in the Java
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Fig. 3. Student Status Screen in Konqueror

programming language. Test cases specify the requirementsof software units (in
Java: methods). In testing units in isolation the requirements of each unit can be
independently verified. This promotes functionality of allmethods and clearness of
source code interfaces (API). Examples and more detailed explanations on design
of tests are available on our documentation websitehttp://kwai.maia.ub.es:
8180/SAC/manual.html.

After automatic validation teaching assistants check the code by visual inspection
and mark the assignments.

3.1 Extensions to testing functionality

At the moment testing is restricted to functional correctness by means of JUnit tests,
however the difficulty is in designing measurements that are relevant for program
quality and learning programming. Assessment based solelyon correct syntax, cor-
rectness of solution, and satisfaction of specification mayfall short of uncovering
finer qualities in the code. Additionally programs should bechecked for other cri-
teria here subsumingly referred to by “style“. This includes more concrete criteria
such as conformism to coding standards, naming conventions, indentation and more
subtle criteria such as design choices, and documentation.As for further assessors,
there exist many projects for testing of source code on the internet the code of which
is freely available under open licenses. We propose that by way of plugins, as lined
out later in this section, assignments could be tested for syntax, programming style,
plagiarism, among other things.

We will now talk about extraction of characteristics from the code for the purpose
of quantitative source code evaluation. We will focus exclusively on the assessment
of the students’ ability to write good code. There are many metrics available to
measure the quality of source code, regarding complexity, redundant code, code
duplication, dependencies, cycles, test coverage, and performance. While it is im-
practical – due to space constraints – to cover all the vast number of freely available
tools, we will point to some of them.
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A dedicated site to tools for improvement of code quality in Java is Java Power
Tools (11). In fig. 4 you see a poll conducted on the Java Power Tools Website (11)
with 184 casted votes rating the usefulness of tools between0 and 5 for improving
source code quality in the Java programming language.

For automatic validation and analysis

Fig. 4. Survey: Which tools do you use to im-
prove your code quality?

of source code there are many resources
available on–line, e. g. (12; 13). For
evaluation of performance there are (14;
15; 16). For tests of graphical user in-
terfaces, there are dogtail (17),XRadar (18),
and JEWL (19) and many more. As for
plagiarism detection, literature offers many
approaches, e. g. (20). Checkstyle (21)
check whether code conforms to cod-
ing standards (ėġthe Sun Java Coding
Conventions (22)).

4 Conclusions

We explained the System for Automated Assistance in Correction of Programming
Exercises developed by the authors of this article located in the Department of Ap-
plied Mathematics and Calculus in the University of Barcelona. The ultimate goal
of the project is to be able to easily create, deliver, and rapidly evaluate student
programming assignments in a consistent manner. We described how this can be
currently done with our system and discussed how extensionsmight add to stu-
dents’ learning experience.

Incorporation of new tools reduces complexity and can make cognitively difficult
tasks routinely possible. Use of SAC in teaching practice should not be inspired by
technology but by educationally sound concepts. As we hope to have shown, de-
signs of assignments and assessment settings could profit from the versatile ready-
to use off-the-shelf testing software. We consider it important to explain openly
the kind of validation and evaluation that is done, so students may learn testing
their code themselves, which – experience shows – they rarely do before submis-
sion (cf. (23)). In some courses we even require students to submit test data along
with their programming solutions and we assess the quality of the test data. Impor-
tantly, in our system, automatic testing is always followedby human assessment,
which includes individual comments and advice to students.Current plans are to
integrate SAC into the e-learning platform moodle (24) thereby enhancing its user
functionality and interoperability.
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